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Ielts 3 listening test 4 answers

Section 1: Questions 1-10 Fill in the notes below. TYPE ONE WORD OR NUMBER. Alex's Training Example Alex completed his training in 2014 About the applicant: • First Alex completed his training in (1) department • Alex was not qualified from school in (2) • Alex thinks that he had to do a diploma (. 3) skills • Age of other trainees: the youngest was (4) Benefits of education in JPNW: • Lots of opportunities due to the size of the organization • Trainees receive the same amount (5) as permanent staff •
Experience training increases people's confidence a lot • Trainees go to (6) one day a month • The company is comfortable (7) Interview advice: • Don't take (8) • Don't be (9) • Make sure (10) Cambridge 13 Listening Test 4 - Section 2 Section 2: Questions 11-16 Select the correct letter A, B or C. Snow Centre 11. Annie recommends that when cross-country skiing, visitors should get away from regular trails. B stop to enjoy the view of the scenery. C go slow speed at the beginning. 12. What does Annie tell the
group about this afternoon's dog torching trip? Those who want to participate in the race. B Everyone has a chance to drive a team of dogs. C One member of the group will be selected to lead the track. 13. What does Annie say about the team relay? And all participants will receive a medal. B The course is 4 km long. C Each team is led by a teacher. 14. On a snowshoe trip visitors will visit the old gold mine. B learn about unusual flowers. C climb to the top of the mountain. 15. The cost of accommodation in a
chalet includes the supply of drinking water. B carriage of visitors' luggage. C cooked food. 16. If there is a storm while visitors are in the cottage, they should contact the bus driver. B wait for the weather to improve. C use the emergency locator. Questions 17-20 What information does Annie give about skiing on each of the following mountain trails? Choose four answers from the options below and write the correct letter A-F next to questions 17-20 InformationA has a good place to stop and restB is suitable for
all abilitiesC involves crossing the riverD requires a lot of skillE it can be closed in bad weatherF has some very narrow sections of mountain trail 17. Highland Trail 18. Pine trail 19. Stone trail 20. Loser Trail Cambridge 13 Listening Test 4 - Section 3 Section 3: Questions 21-26 Select the correct letter A, B or C. Labels with nutritional information on food packaging 21. What was Jack's position on nutritional food labels before this project? And he didn't read everything about them. B He didn't think they were
important. C He thought they were too complicated. 22. Alice says that before carrying out this project. And she didn't know what some foods contained. B was too lazy to read food labels. C was only interested in the number of calories. 23. When discussing supermarket pizza brands, Jack agrees with Alice that components is shocking. B will hesitate before he buys pizza again. C nutritional label is misleading. 24. Jack prefers the daily value system to other labelling systems because it is more accessible. B
more logical. C more complex. 25. What surprised both students with one taste of crisps? A The percentage of artificial ingredients administered was incorrect. B The products did not contain any meat. C Not all ingredients were listed on the labels. 26. What do students think about research into the impact of nutritional labelling? And it didn't produce clear results. B It focused on the wrong people.C made unrealistic recommendations Questions 27 and 28 Select two letters A-E. What two things surprised

students about the traffic light system for nutritional labels? Its widespread use B fact that it is voluntary for C supermarkets, how little research was done before its introduction D its unpopularity with food manufacturers E so that some colors are used Questions 29 and 30 Select two letters, A-E Which two things are true about the participants in the study on the traffic light system? And they had a low literacy level. B They were regular consumers of packaged foods. C They were selected at random. D They were
from all socioeconomic groups. E They were interrogated face-to-face. Cambridge 13 Listening Test 4 - § 4 Section 4: Questions 31-40 Complete Notes Below. Type one word for each answer only. History of Coffee Coffee in the Arab World • There was a small wild coffee shop from Ethiopia. • 1522: Coffee has been approved in an Ottoman court as a type of medicine. • 1623: In Constantinople, the ruler ordered (31) each café. Coffee comes to Europe (17th century) • Cafes have been compared with (32) • They
played an important role in social and (33) changes. Coffee and European colonization • European powers established coffee plantations in their colonies • Coffee types were often named after (34) from which they originated. • In Brazil and the Caribbean, most cultivation depends on (35) • In Java, coffee has been used as a form (36) • Coffee has become almost as important as (37) • The transition to consumption (38) in Britain has not taken place in the US as well. Coffee in the 19th century • Prices fell due to
improvements in (39) • Industrial workers found coffee that helped them work on (40) Checkout Grammarly to improve grammar. Also check: 1000 + Most common words for IELTS Also practice: Practice Cambridge IELTS 15 Listening Test 1 with answers 4.25 // 4 1 /4 // four and (a) quarter46 // forty-six A // State Bank D // Library C // Garage6 (a) (box) (of) chocolate (a) (soft) toy /soft) / (a) teddy bear (bear) // (a) bear (at) market ($)35/thirty-five (dollars) glass eighteen/18 hours/hour(a) (strange) taste () small
size // small // () metal size Outdoor/outdoor activities // underwater // underwater (a) faint light (a) faint light light B // hospital C // middle sectionC // found that it is difficult to do c// remove completely B// override C// completely remove sight and sound support Tutor NOT Tutor proof reading // proofreading 10 July ALTERNATIVE FORMS TAKEN 7.30pm (to /a) 5.30am NE 7.30am to 5.30am housewife // housewife // Housewife Sunday (y ) (about) $25,000/twenty-five thousand dollars NOT 25,000 C// 67 decibels
C// for W// ceilings C// for ceilings D C Change Audio sources Section 1 : Questions 1-10 Section 2 : Questions 11-20 Section 3: Questions 21-2 20 Section 4 : Questions 31-40 4.25 // 4 1/4 // four and (a) quarter46 // forty-six A // State Bank D // Library C // Garage6 (a) (box) (of) chocolate (a) (soft) toy // (a) teddy bear (teddy bear) // (a) bear (market) (s)(at the) market ($)35/thirty-five (dollars) glass eighteen/18 hours/hour (a) (special) taste () small size // small // () metal size Outdoor / outdoor activities //
outdoors underwater // underwater (a) weak light flashing light B // hospital C // middle sectionC // found that difficult to do c // remove completely B // override C // completely remove sight and sound support Tutor NOT Tutor proof reading // proof 10 July ALTERNATIVE FORMS ACCEPTED 7.30pm (to /a) 5.30am NE 7.30am to 5.3 0 Housewives // Housewives Sunday (about) $25,000/twenty-five thousand dollars NOT 25,000 C// 67 decibels C// for W// ceilings C// for ceilings D C DAN: Jean Hinie. How are you?
Jeannie: Oh. Hello, Dan. Pretty good, thank you. Have you managed to raise money for the course yet? Yes, that's all settled, thank you. But it took a long time. Almost a year ago, I applied to the local council for a grant and it took them six months to reject me. That's really slow. And I thought I was entitled to government funding, but I seem to have been wrong. So I asked the boss of the company I worked for if they sponsored me, and to my surprise he said they would contribute (Q21). But what about college
grants and scholarships? There must be something you can apply for. Yes, they are, but they are, but they're all so small, I've decided to leave them until I'm desperate. JEANNIE: Uhuh. And I didn't really join. My parents said since I already have a job, I should make a living in college. But in the end they look compassionate to me, so now I'm just about enough (Q22). That's good. So now I can put a little effort into meeting people - I haven't had time so far. Any suggestions? What about joining the university
clubs? Dan: Oh right. You've joined a few, right? Yes, I'm in a drama club. It's our first performance next week, so we're rehearsing feverishly, and I'm late for my job, but it's worth it. I hope to be in spring production. I never liked acting. Is there anything else you're doing? JEANNIE: I liked signing when I was on So I joined the group when I came to college. I don't think the conductor pulls the bus enough (Q23), although so I'll give up after the next concert. And he also joined the debating society. It's fun, but with
all the examiners I'm doing, something has to go (Q24), and I'm afraid that's one. Do you do any sports? Yes, I'm on one of the hockey teams. I'm not very good, but I wouldn't be very good, but I'd really miss it if I took a smingle. I decided to try tennis when I came to college, and it's pretty hard for me. I'm just not fit enough. Neither do I. I think I'll let it go! I'm going to do it, it's going to help me build my stamina, but it's probably going to be a long journey. Luck. Jeannie: Thanks. How did you find the course? I
wish we had more seminars. What is it? I thought we had more than enough. All those people say smart things that I never think about – it's pretty interesting, but I wonder if I'm smart enough (Q25) to be doing this course. Jeannie: I find it helpful listening to other people. I like the way we are exploring the subject, and working on gaining insight into it. How do you get along with your teacher? I don't think I'm at the same wavelength as me, so I feel like I'm not getting anything from the tutorials. It would be more
productive to read a book instead. Mine's very demanding. She gives me a lot of feedback and advice so I got a lot better at writing essays. And it helps me plan a review for end-of-year exams (Q26). You're telling me I'm always struggling with revision. Well, the first thing is to find out exactly what you need in rehearsals. Would it help to get some past papers? Jeannie: Yes. They're going to help them make it clear. All right, I'll do it. And then what? Then you can resolve your review priorities (Q27) based on
what is most likely to come. I put them on the card and read them regularly. DAN: Uhuh. But that alone is not enough. You also need a timetable (Q28) to see how you fit into everything in the time available. Then keep it in front of you while you study. I've done it before, but it didn't help me! JEANNIE: You may need to do something different every day, so if you divide the revision into small tasks (Q29) and assign them to specific days, there is more motivation to solve them. With big topics, you're more likely to
postpone starts. That's a good idea. JEANNIE: And as I revise each topic I write one paragraph (Q30) about it - then I h you can read it quickly, and d it helps to fix things in my mind. That's great. I also write answers to exam questions. It's hard to force yourself into it! Well, I'll give it a shot. Thank you so much, Jeannie. That's a big help. No problem. I'll see you in the shallows. To hate. Questions 21-22 Choose two letters A-E. In which two ways is Dan funding his A. He's getting money from the government. B.
His family is willing to help him. C. College gives him a small grant. D. His local council has been supporting him for a limited time. E. Partial funding shall be provided by former employers. Answer: 21................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. Questions 23-24 Select two letters, A-E. What two reasons did Jeannie give for the decision to leave some college clubs? She's not attacked enough.
Activity interferes with studies. He doesn't have enough time. The activity is too demanding physically. She doesn't think she's good at the job. Key: 23........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ Questions 25-26 Choose the correct letters A, B, or C. 25. What does Dan say at the playground seminars? A. The other students don't give him a chance to speak. B. The seminars make him feel inferior to other
students. C. Preparation for seminars takes too long. 26. What does Jeannie say about on-field exercises? A. They are inefficient in providing advice. B. They are more demanding than expected. C. They help her develop her learning skills. Questions 27-30 Complete flowchart below. For each answer, choose no more than two words and/or a number. Exam preparation advice Make sure you know the exam requirements ↓ Work out your
27.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
and keep it in view ↓ Divide revision into 29..................... for each day ↓ Write one 30................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................practice writing some exam answers
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